“FoCBaW”
Friends of Coastal Banksia Woodlands
Summer/ Autumn 2015 Newsletter
FoCBaW is a Landcare Friends group formed in March 2013, primarily to attend to the maintenance of
completed grant and project areas on the Parks managed area of Somers Foreshore Reserve.
If you would like to help in some way and perhaps learn more about the Somers coastal environment, then
please come along to a working bee.
For more information contact Email: FoCBaW44@gmail.com OR ring Pam Bannister on 5983 1828
Dune restoration: Over summer months particularly,
the dune zone is under pressure from visitors and fishermen. Trampling through vegetation and using logs
for beach fires, causes a denuding of this fragile zone.
During the March Community working bee, FoCBaW
volunteers lead various activities including removal of
the invasive weed Polygala myrtiolia (below)
This quick growing shrub can dominate in coastal
zones preventing the natural growth of indigenous
ground covers while crowding out endemic species
such as Coastal Bearded Heath - a much slower growing species.
Bad

Above: The team of ladies were very industrious as they carefully removed the polygala, using a cut and paint method, as pulling out the whole weed, would disturb the fragile dune area.
The debris was then positioned as “dune brushing”; a technique
that assists with dune restoration—the prunings and logs help to
‘harvest’ naturally occurring sand drifts; and with the regrowth of
vegetation, erosion can be contained. The ‘brushing’ and plantings from 2010, have been shown to make a significant difference to the sand accretion and 'stabilizing' of the fore dune area.
March to early April,
saw further polygala
removed and rubbish
collected, before dune
species tubestock were
planted amongst gathered logs to help close
off ’informal’ tracks
through the dune .
Left: Jess adds cane
sticks and bags to protect the new plantings
during the early stages.
Right:Coastal Bearded
Heath (Leucopogon
parviflorus, will now
have room to grow.

Good

Left: . Weeding near one of the iconic ‘dinosaur trunked’
Banksias, overlooking the sea, proves a relaxing, although sometimes taxing work site for Peter and Barbara, who tackled the asparagus fern competing with
the native Bracken fern. Care needs to be taken with
weedy creepers tangled among native species, so
mainly manual methods are used, with dabbers only if
necessary. The biological agents (leaf hopper and rust)
are working, but slowly, so in drier, exposed areas
along these Western slopes, we remove the emerging
weeds and many ‘older corms’ that are hampering the
growth of indigenous plants.

April sessions conducted
near the Arts Precinct saw
our focus on removing bridal
creeper, blackberry and asparagus fern, (pictured right),
as well as weedy grasses
near to and among new
seedlings. Several agapanthus specimens, a dreaded
garden escapee, were found
lurking in the denser areas
away from the track. Mal
quickly dealt with these using
a small mattock, to remove all
of the thick rooted menace.

Above: Karen focuses on removing bridal creeper and
asparagus fern from the perimeter of a once weed infested patch. Over several years this once degraded
area, with regular contractor work and volunteer efforts,
is slowly recovering, with self seeded indigenous ground
covers appearing among the supplementary plantings
—a healthy sign in bushland regeneration efforts.
Left: Just before the culvert bridge to the Arts Precinct,
further supplementary plantings were added and
bagged. Karen, Jess and Mal are seen checking that all
new plants are secure and all tools have been collected . More follow up maintenance work, plus plantings, will be done during springtime.

Right: The ‘flat’ zone below the UCP toilet block is receiving further treatment this year. Areas abutting amenity
zones, such as picnic or shelter areas are regularly monitored, to ensure weeds are controlled or contained, so that
they don’t impact on these high use public areas. The
usual ‘culprit’ weeds have been targeted from around established indigenous plants, plus pesky weedy grasses
are being removed and supplementary plantings of indigenous pants gradually added - ground covers e.g grasses,
sedges, lilies, plus some middle and canopy species e.g
Boobialla and Banksia.
Pam, Peter and Jess add the final touches during another
regular work session here.

Eopsaltria australis (Eastern Yellow Robin) below
–a vivid burst of yellow, flashing past our heads
during a May working bee, signaled the arrival of
this cute little bird. We had been ‘manually’ removing the weeds thus exposing soil contents, so the
little bird was confident of swooping on some juicy
tidbits such as spiders or other insects!

Sea spurge (Euphorbia paralias)
Sea spurge is a major weed along Southern Australia
beaches, and is causing alarm in Western Australia,
South Australia, Tasmania, southern NSW and Victoria. .
Each plant is able to produce up to 5000 salt-water tolerant, buoyant seeds each year. As the seeds are mainly
dispersed on marine currents, it has the ability to cover
entire beaches within a relatively short period of time. This
poses a threat to fragile dune ecosystems, indigenous
plant colonies, shorebirds that nest on beaches, including
endangered species, and to our enjoyment of beach environments. Sea spurge is a succulent herb that grows to
about 70cm in height, with multiple stems covered in
small, tightly packed blue-green leaves. Small yellowgreen flowers are born on the ends of branches, appearing from spring to wintertime. Its many adaptations allow it
to survive the instability of the soil, burial and drought, so
it’s definitely a weed to look out for on our beaches.
N.B This species is potentially dangerous to people who
are allergic to it, as broken stems and leaves will ooze a
milky-white latex that is toxic and can seriously burn exposed skin and cause damage to eyes. Small children
should be kept well away from it. Always wear rubber
gloves and protective clothing when handling this plant.

Calyptorhynchus-funereus (Yellow-tail Black–cockatoos) are
heard regularly over the Peninsula. These birds naturally feed
on the seed of Sheoaks, Banksias and Hakeas especially, but
also insects, including larvae from Wattles...and sadly also
pines nuts! Above right shows a male bird, the ‘cocky guard’
surveying the surroundings, ready to give the call to the rest of
the flock, if danger lurks . A Geoff Hall photo
Rattus Lutreolus (swamp rat) is a natural farmer on the Foreshore Reserve, feeding on a variety of herbaceous rhizomes,
seed and other vegetative matter from indigenous plants and
introduced asparagus fern. Fleeting glimpses are common, as
they dart across the tracks progressing from one excavated
tunnel/ runway to another. The one at right was initially a
black blur witnessed from a LCP picnic table. But, as we sat
quietly, this black blur that we thought initially was a black
bird, slowly revealed himself. When a scrap of persimmon skin
from our morning tea was thrown onto leaf litter, it was quickly
snapped up by this little fellow.

What happens with dumped garden waste?

Left: At a SFCOM working bee in July 2012 volunteers followed up the contractors’ initial chemical spray work,
on the infamous common garden plant, Vinca major (common name blue periwinkle). Garden prunings had
been carelessly dumped on this road side area along the Boulevarde, of the Somers Foreshore Reserve. This
plant grows rapidly from cuttings or dumped refuse, so it quickly become a problem by smothering and outcompeting with indigenous plants. Along with a quick growth rate, it’s also very difficult to contain, requiring repeated
chemical sprays to weaken and suppress plant growth, along with years of follow up work to ensure any regrowth is quickly dealt with. The picture top right from an April 2015 FoCBaW working bee, shows a pile of
weedy grasses plus a bag—the vinca regrowth and bridal creeper corms have been securely ‘bagged’ then
taken to the tip.
Once this ‘garden escapee’ has been contained,
the area is monitored over time—any vinca regrowth is removed along with any other weeds that
may be competing with emerging self seeded indigenous plants. A slow process; so with still a largish area of ‘exposed ground’, it was decided to add
some ‘supplementary plantings’ in late April. This
will assist the regeneration of the area, adding to
diversity and coverage of the bare ground with natural vegetation. As this degraded patch had also become a favored ‘rabbit meeting place’, protective
bagging was added to some self seeded as w ell as
supplementary plants.

Left: Surrounding this area, along the western cliff top,
the natural vegetation flourishes with canopy specimens
including Black Sheoaks, Wattles and Coastal Banksias
plus the gnarly Sweet Bursaria also prominent.
Below: The massed seed pods on the branches of Bursarias, make a welcoming sound on the breeze as you
walk along the track, while native grasses, sedges, lilies
and delicate herbs cover the ground.

